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AddressographDate of Consultation:

Age
M
F

Completed By:

ID from: ___-storey house 
apartment   

retirement home  |  supportive housing  
long term care  |  rehabilitation hospital

lives with:

HPI

Source of Collateral History:

Languages (in order of proficiency): 

Version Feb 20/2019



PMH

Allergies

Meds
Home Hospital

Pharmacy & Tel:

System:
bottles

dosettes
”Who organizes them 

into dosettes”
blisterpacks

”Are blisterpacks 
delivered or do you 

pick them up?”

  Management:
fully dependent

directly observed
periodic checks

independent

Habit History:
smoking

(current/previous)

alcohol  
(current/previous)

sedative-hypnotics
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Vaccination History

Family History



“Have you had any falls? Tell me what happened...” “Have you ever almost-fallen?”

Geriatric ROS
cognition

mood

sleep

vision

hearing

dentition/nutrition/weight

lower GI

GU

pain

falls

“When did you last have your vision checked?” “Do you wear glasses (distance vs. reading)” “Have you had cataract Sx?”

groceries

meal prep

laundry/
cleaning

transport

banking

scheduling

Functional Hx
ambulation/

gait aids

stairs

transfers

toileting

dressing

bathing

feeding

Indep AssistSupervision Dep

Indep AssistSupervision Dep
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Addressograph

Supports in the Home:

SHx
birthplace highest level of education yr arrived in Canada occupational history  

(detailed enough to help inform  
interpretation of cognitive testing)

marital status # children

If they need help, WHEN/WHY did they start needing help?

“Does anyone help you with ___________?”
“Who in the household does the __________?”

“Do you have any concerns about your hearing?” “When was the last time you had your hearing checked?”

“How is your appetite?” “Has your weight been changing?” “Any issues with your teeth?”

“How often do you have a bowel movement?” “Is there a lot of straining?”  
“Do you every have blood in the stools or very black stools?”

“Any issues with peeing?” “Any burning when you pee? Do you find you’re going often? Does it come urgently?”
“Any leaking or dribbling -- if yes, then do you wear pads or special briefs?”

“How is your sleep?” “At what time do you usually go to bed? How long until you fall asleep? Do you wake up in the 
middle of the night? Do you fall back asleep quickly? At what time do you wake up?  
Do you feel well-rested when you awake in the morning?

“Have you had any changes in your memory?”
“During your last surgery/hospitalization, with the illness and the medications, did you have a period when your thinking 
became cloudy or confused? Tell me more about what happened...”

“How is your mood?” If there are issues, explore if it is interfering with day-to-day activities, explore whether or not they 
still experience joy when doing things they used to enjoy, etc. Explore if any personal/family Hx of mental health issues.

SDM/POA



date

Physical Examination supine:         /          HR        

MCV:
Ca:
Alb:
Mg:

Phos:
Trop:
TSH:
B12:

INV

CXR _______:

date
ECG _______:

tric bic brach pat ankle plantar

R

L

General

H&N

MSK

Derm

Neuro
CN:

pupils          EOM           CN7          palate          CN11          tongue

Muscle bulk, Abnormal movements:

Tone:

Power:

Reflexes:

Light touch, Proprioception:

Coordination, Gait:
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standing:         /          HR        RR ______--        % on _______ Temp _____        
O2 sat        

CVS

Resp

Abdo

(for reference, if relevant to the case)
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Issues & Recommendations

Mental Status Examination Consider any relevant comments on appearance, behavior, mood and affect,  
speech, thought process/content, perceptions, cognition, insight, judgment


